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SUSCOM | ABOUT US

At Suscom we focus and strive to meet our client’s demands, for this reason, our 
in-house facilities allow us to be flexible and give us greater control over quality.

We believe that design and innovation is the key to our success. Our new 
production facilities is the first of its kind, with the option of automated castor 
fitting allowing us to tailor each product to suit our clients requirements.

As a company focused on lowering our environmental impact, it is important that 
our products also incorporate and reflect this ethos. With all of this in mind we 
have modified and updated many products to make them 100% recyclable.
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BACK | TRIO
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BAK-TRIO.O | MBAK-TRIO.O | HBAK-TRIO.O | XH

FEATURES
-  Material: PP
-  Stylishly designed outer 
    back made in the UK
-  Available in grey and white on request

PRODUCT SPEC
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BACK | SCOOP

FEATURES
-  Material: PP
-  Stylishly designed outer 
    back made in the UK
-  Available in grey and white on request
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BACK | BAK-A.I

FEATURES
-  Material: PP + 20% TALC
-  Strong inner back made in the UK
-  30mm x 100mm t-nut configurations
-  Double riveted T-nuts as standard
-  Holes for easy lumbar installation

BAK-A.I. | MBAK-A.I. | HBAK-A.I. | XH

PRODUCT SPEC
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Suscom Industries Ltd. 

Unit 8 Leopold Street | Lamberhead Ind. Estate
Pemberton | Wigan | WN5 8DH | United Kingdom

Web | www.suscom-ind.co.uk

Telephone | +44 (0)1942 221133
Email | sales@suscom-ind.co.uk


